The BAMP Instructions

The BAMP
Ball And Marker Pickup
The Most Versatile Golf Ball Pick-up in the world
To help you gain the full benefit of this product please read this
manual fully prior to use.
This product does use a small neodymium magnet. It is advisable to read the
magnet page for further information.
Helpful videos can also be found on our web-site www.zerobendgolf.com/demos

Useful Information
To avoid unnecessary pressure on the grip or the magnet when removing
the rubber Cup from your Putter it is best to use a ‘Rolling Off’ action as
opposed to ‘Pulling’ it vertically away from the magnet.
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1.

THE BAMP PRO COMPONENTS
a) Rubber Cup (colour varies)

A

B

b) Magnetic Peg
c) Ball Marker
d) Cup CADDY

C

2.

FITTING THE MAGNETIC PEG

Whilst ensuring that the metal nut is in the centre of the beige
plug and the screw is located into the end of the peg (as supplied),
clasp the beige peg between two fingers and gently push it down
into the small hole found on the top of your putter grip.
The device should fairly easily push into the rubber but if not then
lightly lubricating the peg with washing up liquid or similar may
help.
Important:- The ‘nut’ must be fitted to the peg so if you ever
remove the whole magnetic peg from your putter grip please
only ever unscrew the magnet a few turns (approx 7 -10 turns,
3 - 4 mm) to avoid the nut falling out and ending up inside
your club shaft. Refit peg as supplied.

Continue to push the peg down until the black spacer is as
near to flush with the top of the putter grip as possible.
TIP:- If you find that you are having difficulty in getting the top of
the beige plug flush with the putter grip then you could try
placing the blades of a “pitchmark repairer” in-between the top of
the plug and the bottom of the black spacer and then try pushing
it down using this as a tool.
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3. FITTING THE MAGNETIC PEG
( C O N T. )
To tighten the device down to the top of the grip firstly
attach the Rubber cup to the magnet and over the black
spacer then using it as a tool turn it in a clockwise direction
and continue turning until the magnetic peg has tightened
down sufficiently.
You may find that a final tightening is required by hand
to ensure that the peg is fully fitted. (Right Photo)

Once fitted, the device should be secure and should not easily pull out. The
photo on the Right is a good example of how it may look when fitted correctly.
With some style of putter grips you may notice that the Black Spacer still
turns when spun but if the peg is fitted as near to flush as possible to
the top of the grip then this should not prevent the device from
operating as expected.
Finger tighten periodically if necessary.
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4.

PICKING UP YOUR GOLF BALL

Clip the rubber cup onto the magnetic peg
Point the rubber cup towards your golf ball and place vertically or
near vertically over the ball.
** Now gently apply downward pressure until the cup gathers the ball
successfully. **

When removing the cup from the putter use a Sideways Rolling
action to avoid unnecessary strain on the putter grip and magnet.

** NB:- There is NO need to ‘STAB’ at or use excessive
pressure when picking up the ball. The cup is designed to
pickup the ball by applying steady gentle downward pressure **

5.

PICKING UP YOUR MARKER

With the cup removed and after replacing your ball on the
green you can use the magnetic peg to retrieve your ball marker.
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6. MARKING YOUR BALL ON THE GREEN
The following is our recommended method:Step one:
With the rubber cup attached to your putter, lay the ball marker Upside down
into the cup just behind the ridge as shown in the adjoining photo. (TIP: You
can perform this whilst walking towards your ball on the green?)
Avoid twisting the shaft as this will allow the Marker to slip between the
opening of the Cup’s jaws. !!

Step two

Lower the cup close to your ball at an angle of about 45° from
the green until one edge of the cup is touching the ground. At
this angle it is unlikely that the marker will prematurely slip out
of the Cup provided that the action of lowering the putter is
reasonably smooth.
Step three
Whilst maintaining the cup touching the ground, raise the
putter shaft to an angle of approximately 70 to 80°, in other
words quite close to vertical and then push gently downwards
on the shaft. This will cause the Magnet to ‘break’ away thus
allowing the Cup to ‘hinge’ slightly away from the end of the
putter handle and the marker to fall out.

Step four
Finally drag the Putter back towards you and the Cup should
clip back into place and the Marker will be left just behind the
ball. If necessary move the marker closer to the ball
using your putter head. Now lift your ball from the green
using the Cup.
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7. S T O R A G E O F T H E R U B B E R C U P
Stow the Cup in a clothing pocket during your round or on the
“Caddy” if purchased or on one you have made up yourself.
The Rubber Cup should be removed from your putter before
stowing into your golf bag.
It is advisable to remove the cup from the caddy after play and
store in your golf bag for example. This will help avoid any
accidental detachment of the cup during transit i.e when
putting your golf bag back into the car !

8. M A G N E T H E A L T H & S A F E T Y N O T I C E
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